
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a supply chain lead. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for supply chain lead

Provide leadership, outstanding people skills and management to a team of
category lead Buyers
Develop the purchasing category team and maintain personal development
plans
Develop and Implement strong purchasing controls and processes ensuring
strict compliance with the code of ethics
Lead key high value sourcing negotiation
Enable the integration and consolidation of divisional shipping activities,
driving efficiency, creating value and supporting outstanding customer
service
Support the implementation and roll out of Sales and Operations planning
processes throughout the division
Supports operational policies and implementation to achieve divisional
objectives for procurement of raw materials and finished goods to support a
flawless product launch
Supports global sourcing and negotiations efforts (vendor selection,
qualification, pricing, terms, quality and delivery performance), as part of
overall sourcing strategy for LED related components and sub-assemblies
including chips, drivers, heat sinks, Support the global sourcing and
negotiation efforts as part of the overall sourcing strategy for all other
purchased components
Maintain relationships with key suppliers including measuring supplier’s
performance and driving improvement plans
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Qualifications for supply chain lead

Preferred process related, plant or energy industry experience
Masters or Bachelors degree in Computer Science, Industrial Engineering,
Operations Research, Supply Chain, Logistics or related field preferred or
equivalent work experience
5+ years relevant work experience in a large corporate environment
Analytical, strong operational excellence and change management execution
knowledge
Minimum of 8 years supporting Factory, Operations, Design for
Manufacturability, Lean Manufacturing, Engineering or Technical
Requirements
Experience in leadership and the ability to influence domain knowledge,
program management and the design communities in sourcing technology
focus areas for Mechanical, Electronic or Optics commodity(ies)


